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MASTERKEY (1/2)
The Master keys and master mobilekeys permit to open one or several
accesses, installed in one or several residence of the same account.

A1

A2
A3

A1

Click on the <Master keys > button on the left bar.

A2

Click on the line <Create a new master key> to create a new master key or a master
mobilekey.

A3
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Click on an existing masterkey to modify the existing access rights.
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A10

A4

Check if the USB Programmer is connected and ready if needed (RW entrances).

A5

Enter the name of the masterkey owner or his company.

A6

If needed, select the category of the masterkey.

A7

Put the keyfob/remote on the USB programmer (RW entrances) or enter manually the
serial number / telephone number (mobilekey) in the box <Serial>.

A8

If needed, select a time range to restrain the access during time periods.

A9

Choose the rights of the masterkey:
<By residence>: All the entrances of the residence(s) selected.
<By block>: Only the entrances of the block(s) selected.
<By entrance>: Only the entrances selected.

A10

Click on the <save> button to create the masterkey(keep the keyfob/remote on the
USB programmer if there is RW accesses in the residence/block).

Warning :


The telephone of the mobilekey must not be blocked.



If there is RW entrance(s) in the residence, the activation of the pass option is
compulsory to use the masterkey. It can be done in the <central units> menu.
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